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EATRIS - European infrastructure for translational medicine

EATRIS provides academic services 

to researchers conducting 

translational research

• Access to facilities, experts, 

biomaterials

• Support multi-disciplinary, 

patient-oriented research

• Ensure optimal methodological 

approach, best infrastructure & 

resources

• Easy access to academic, 

industry, regulatory expertise

• Develop new tools for better R&D 
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Personalised medicine works



The benefits of personalized medicine to patients, society and healthcare systems, final report, 2018 

Benefits of PerMed approach



Beyond genomic targeting

• The epigenome

• The microbiome

• The exposome

• …



Made possible by new technology

• Next generation sequencing

– DNA, RNA

– Risk analysis and therapy selection

• Mass spectrometry

– Proteins, metabolites

– Monitoring of disease and treatment effects

• Imaging

– Non invasive images, real time

– Spatial view of intact organs and organisms



Guillaume Noell, Rosa Faner, Alvar Agustí

European Respiratory Review 2018 27: 170110; DOI: 10.1183/16000617.0110-2017 

Multi-omics aproach

Precision medicine requires

reliable data

from many disciplines….



Courtesy A van Gool, Radboudumc

Towards an integrated personal omics profile

(14 month period)



Biomarkers essential for 4P Medicine

• Personalised

• Preventive

• Predictive

• Participatory 



Biomarker innovation gap
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There are about 50,000 

publications 

in each year with the 

keyword biomarker

Very few 

translate to

approved 

biomarkers



Source: Biomarker 

Qualification: Evidentiary 

Framework; FDA Draft 

Guidance Document 

Dec 2018

Validation is costly and long 



Biomarker development pipeline

Reproducibility/validation of original data

Access to quality, phenotypically annotated samples

Handover/collaboration with industry

Market uncertainty

Data not FAIR



Biomarker development pipeline

Reproducibility/validation of original data



Published findings often don’t stand up

S. Perrin; Nature

507, 423–425

doi:10.1038/507423a



From presentation by 

W. Tong, FDA at 

BIO2019

Many types of variance
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Courtesy of Leonard Freedman, GBSI

Reproducibility is less than 50%

2012 2011 2013 2012 2018

%age of results that could not be reproduced



The causes of irreproducibility are complex

Courtesy of Leonard Freedman, GBSI

• Huge drive for PIs to publish –

“bibliometric trap”

• Lack of quality systems

• No systematic replication/validation

• Flawed papers rarely withdrawn

• Variability



Freedman et al PLOS Biology (2015)

Irreproducibility by design



• Population → Inter-Individual  (epidemiology)

• Individual → Intra-individual (personalized)

• Samples → Pre-analytics (biobanking)

• Methods → Analytics (assay)

Types of variability



Biomarker development pipeline

Access to quality, phenotypically annotated 

samples



Pre-analytic variation

 Pre-analytic describes the steps occurring between sampling and analysis of 

the specimen. 

 Handling, identification, storage, freezing and thawing cycles…



Effect of freezing and thawing on circulating cytokines
serum plasma

Lee et al, Osong Public Health Res Perspect. 2015

 Freezing and thawing impacts the concentration of certain analytes in serum and plasma



Effect of Room temperature on IL-8 levels 

 At RT, IL-8 increases due to the ex vivo release of the cytokine polymorphonuclear 

cells

Courtesy Monica Marchese, IBBL



Need high quality bio resources

Courtesy Fay Betsou, IBBL



Biomarker innovation gap

• Not one integrated pipeline of biomarker R&D

• Publication pressure towards high impact papers

• Lack of interest and funding for confirmatory biomarker studies 

• Hard to organize multi-lab studies

• Biology is complex on organism level

• Data cannot be reproduced

• Bias towards extreme results

• Biomarker variability

• …



The research cycle
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Traditional peer review has weaknesses

• Focus on new discoveries

• Science case ≠ patient value

• Lack of access to experts during 

proposal writing

• Limited scope to change design



The research cycle
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Actions to improve research outcomes

• Encourage multi-disciplinarity

• Technologist, clinician, scale-up, patients

• Assess feasibility 

• Is the study plan patient-focused?

• Are the tools/resources fit-to-task?

• Is the team competent across all areas?

• Allow changes to study plan if needed


